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Integration of Variable
Generation, Cost-Causation, an
Integration Costs

This article examines how wind and solar integration
studies have evolved, what analysis techniques work, wh
common mistakes are still made, and what and why
calculating integration costs is such a difficult problem th
should be undertaken carefully, if at all. Examples of
integration costs for other generation technologies are
examined to help illuminate underlying cost causation
principles.

Michael Milligan, Erik Ela, Bri-Mathias Hodge, Brendan Kir
Debra Lew, Charlton Clark, Jennifer DeCesaro and
Kevin Lynn

I. Introduction

Wind and solar power

generation are prized for their

environmental benefits, low and

stable operating costs, and help in

reducing fuel imports. Advances

in both technologies are reducing

capital costs and providing

significant control capabilities.

Still, the primary energy source

for both technologies is variable

system with significant wind 

solar penetration must be

operated differently than a po

system with only conventiona

resources. It is very natural to 

what the additional cost of

accommodating wind and sol

generation is. However,

calculating the integration cos

variable generation (VG) turn

out to be surprisingly difficul

ntegration cost analysis ha
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past 10 years. There is also a

h better understanding of the

 drivers among the system

eholders. This work examines

 wind and solar integration

ies have evolved, what

ysis techniques work, what

mon mistakes are still made,

 what and why calculating

gration costs is such a difficult

lem that should be

ertaken carefully, if at all.

nalysis techniques are now

very good at simulating

er system operations with

-synchronized load, wind,

 solar data. The best studies

el security-constrained unit

mitment and economic

atch with hourly (or shorter)

 steps covering one year or

er. They account for forecast

rs of wind, solar, and load as

 as actual output and

umption. Total system costs

 and without renewables can

alculated accurately under a

e of conditions. These cost

rences are typically

inated by the fuel cost

ngs that renewables provide.

ulating an ‘‘integration cost’’

 only includes the added cost

power system incurs dealing

 the variability and

ertainty of wind and solar is

h more difficult. The many

plex interactions among

ponents of the power system

 assumptions regarding the

 case have important

ences on integration cost

ates, and raise questions

t whether integration cost

ponents can be correctly

these concerns and implications,

shedding some light on the

difficulties involved in measuring

and interpreting integration cost

estimates.

II. Variable Generation
Impacts on Balancing
Requirements

The variability and uncertainty

of wind and solar power

generation increase the response

requirements from conventional

generators, but they do not

increase overall capacity

requirements. Peak load with

wind and solar is never higher

than peak load without wind and

solar. Wind and solar generation

can only reduce the net load,

which must be served by

conventional generation; they can

never increase the capacity

required to serve load unless the

existing generation fleet cannot

respond quickly enough. In that

case, the problem is not

insufficient capacity, but rather

that the existing capacity is not

P ower system variability

during normal operations is

commonly separated into three

time frames. Regulation deals

with the random, minute-to-

minute variability of loads and

generation. Load following deals

with slower trends that extend

from minutes to hours. The

scheduling process deals with

day-ahead unit-commitment

decisions, driven by forecasts of

load, wind, and solar generation.

Power systems must also

balance generation and load under

contingency conditions, being able

to respond to a sudden failure of

any resource. A series of reserves

are constantly maintained to

provide immediate and sustained

response to the largest credible

contingency. Wind and solar

typically have little impact due to

the smaller size of individual

plants. However, large wind and

solar ramping events do share

some characteristics with

conventional generation

contingencies; the largest events

are relatively rare, with reserve

standby costs dwarfing response

costs. Large wind and solar

ramping events differ from

conventional contingency events

in that they are much slower.

A. Regulation

The impact of wind power on

the regulation time scale is

relatively easy to calculate when

synchronized high-resolution load

and wind data are available.1

There is less operating experience

with solar power than with wind,

Analysis techniques are
now very good at
simulating power

system operations with
time-synchronized load,

wind, and solar data.
ffi
ngled. We discuss many of su
ite this article in press as: Milligan M, et al. Integration of Variable Ge
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similar. Because the minute-to-

minute variability of individual

loads, wind plants, and PV plants

are highly uncorrelated, total

power system regulation

requirements are reduced with

larger aggregations of load and

generation.

B. Following

Following imposes a flexibility

or ramping requirement on the

power system, but not a capacity

requirement. The morning load

ramp can never ramp above the

daily peak load. Similarly, if wind

has been blowing at night and

drops off during the morning load

pickup, the morning ramp rate

increases but the total system

capacity requirement, set by the

daily peak net load, does not

increase.2

C. Scheduling

Conventional fuel-burning

generators typically require

preparation time before they can be

operated.3 Large coal-fired plants

can require a day or longer.

Combined-cycle plants typically

require several hours. Combustion

turbines require minutes to an

hour or longer. Some hydro and

reciprocating engine plants can

start and fully load within minutes.

Wind and solar never increase the

amount of conventional generation

that must be scheduled day-ahead,

but ignoring the wind and solar

forecast can result in excessive

amounts of conventional

generation being brought online.

conventional plants operating

below their optimal outputs.

Uncertainty in the VG forecast can

also result in a change in the

optimal scheduling mix, with

flexible generation preferred over

inflexible.

III. Integration Cost

The concept of an integration

cost for wind and solar

generation seems simple and

useful. What costs does the

power system incur when wind

or solar generation are included

in the generation mix? Although

this appears to be a simple

question, calculating the

integration cost has proven to be

very complex. To date it has not

been done in a completely

satisfactory manner. The

complexity does not stem from

an inability to model the power

system or to calculate system

costs with and without VG, but

rather from establishing what

conditions to compare and the

interactions between generation

integration costs cannot be

measured directly. Instead, t

power system costs with and

without wind and solar

generation need to be compar

Modeling the with wind and

solar conditions is now relativ

easy due to progress in model

the power system with high

penetrations of wind generat

The maturity of comparable so

modeling needs to evolve to

match the current state of wi

modeling.

O ne issue in modeling

integration costs comes

from trying to define the with

case. If the power system is

modeled without the VG, the

energy that wind and solar wo

have provided must come fro

another resource. If fuel costs

included, then wind and sola

present a system benefit, not 

integration cost. However, th

integration cost is meant to co

the non-energy costs. This lea

to three realizations. First, it i

now (relatively) easy to calcu

the difference in total power

system costs with and withou

VG.4 Second, a more explicit

definition of ‘‘integration cost

is required. Third, the without

wind-and-solar case must be

carefully designed. This

discussion also leads to the

possibility that integration co

may not be rigorously defined

calculated. The second difficu

arises because of the complex

interactions between resource

and loads that hinder the

untangling and allocation of

costs. Production cost modeli

One issue in modeling
integration costs
comes from trying
to define the without
case.
 the
Inefficient operations result, with resources. Wind and solar
Please cite this article in press as: Milligan M, et al. Integratio
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er system incurs because of

variability and uncertainty of

 but it also captures the value

e wind and solar energy

f.

wo basic schools of thought

have emerged concerning

gration costs. One tries to

elop a zero-energy-cost-proxy

urce for the without case that

plies the VG energy without

variability and uncertainty.

 other school maintains that it

ot possible to develop a

able proxy and only total costs

 and without renewables

ld be compared.

. Proxy resource

 proxy resource can be used to

ply the VG energy without the

ability and uncertainty. This

 remove the energy value

n the total costs are compared

een the cases, leaving only

integration costs caused by

VG variability and

ertainty. Initial wind

gration analysis efforts used a

block of energy equal to the

ual average wind and solar

ut. Unfortunately the value of

flat block energy is

ificantly different from the

e of the wind and solar

gy.5 The proxy flat block

ly has seasonal and daily

gy differences compared to

variable resource, leading to

 differences. While the cost

erences between the flat block

y and the renewables are

 real, they are representative

e costs of variability and

the difference in the temporal

value of the energy.

B. Comparing total system

costs

An alternative analysis

approach does not attempt to

directly calculate integration costs.

Instead, it focuses on calculating

the total system costs and benefits

of integrating renewables. The

same time series, mesoscale data-

based security-constrained unit

commitment and economic

dispatch modeling is performed,

but without the proxy resource in

the base case. The total change in

production costs is calculated

including the value of saved fuel,

as well as the inefficiencies

introduced by the variability and

uncertainty of the VG.

IV. Other Types of
Generation Impose
Integration Costs

Integration impacts are not

exclusive to wind and solar.

Nearly all generators can impose

costs when they are added to the

power system. These impacts are

seldom calculated as integration

costs and never applied to

conventional generators. Figure 1

shows an example of this effect by

displaying the outputs of two

similar coal-fired generators. The

generator in the top figure is

providing regulation while the

Figure 1: Two Similar Coal-Fired Generators; The Upper Generator Is Providing Regulation

hile the Lower Generator Is Imposing a Regulation Burden on the Power System
ertainty because they include w
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f the
generator in the lower figure is

imposing a regulation burden on

the power system.6

B aseload plants can also

increase the costs of

operating other generators.

Figure 2 provides a comparison of

the addition of wind generation to

the addition of a new baseload

generator on cycling in the rest of

the generation fleet. The top figure

shows coal generation providing

flat output for the week.

Combined-cycle plants and

combustion turbines cycle daily

and follow the load ramps. The

middle figure shows that the

addition of wind does force coal to

cycle while increasing cycling in

combined-cycle plants. The

bottom figure shows that adding a

lower-cost baseload generator

forces coal to cycle, and displaces

the gas generation.

C ontingency reserve

requirements are typically

based on the size of the largest

generator. Each balancing area

(BA) must keep enough spinning

and non-spinning reserve ready to

respond if a generator fails. The

cost of maintaining these reserves

is not allocated to the generators

that cause the need, however.

Instead, the cost is spread across all

users of the transmission system.

This has the effect of allocating

costs based on capacity or output

rather than on contribution to

contingency reserve requirements.

Costs are not allocated based on

cost-causation.7 Instead, these

costs are socialized. Current

practice has the effect of

subsidizing large generators at the

A. Hydro integration costs

Hydro generation is typically

very responsive, flexible, and has

low cycling costs. However, there

is both seasonal and annual

water availability. Recently,

environmental restrictions

associated with preserving

endangered fish have reduced

flexibility of many hydro proje

and may impose an integratio

Figure 2: The Addition of Any Generation Can Impact the Cycling Requirements o
Existing Conventional Generators
es
expense of small generators. variability and uncertainty in 
Please cite this article in press as: Milligan M, et al. Integratio
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ght load may exceed the

rvoir storage capability.

orically, the power system

ld use as much water as

ible for generation and the rest

ld be spilled. This was an

voidable economic lost

ortunity. Better understanding

sh biology has led to additional

rational restrictions due to

olved gases that represent an

cceptable threat to fish. The

er must be run through the

ine generators instead of

ed, and the system must

pt the excess power. This may

ire uneconomic cycling of

mal power plants or curtailing

d. What was previously just a

economic opportunity is now

rect real cost of constrained

ro.

 Gas integration costs

he physical flexibility of

ral gas-fired generation

ends on the technology.

ine-driven plants are

emely flexible, with some able

art in two minutes with zero

ing costs. These plants ramp

kly and can provide the full set

eneration-based ancillary

ices.8 Large gas-fired steam

ts represent the other extreme,

iring hours to days to start

 are slow to ramp. Combined-

e plants and combustion

ines fall in between. Gas

racting can limit the flexibility

as generators significantly

w their physical capability.

 is typically nominated day-

d, reducing flexibility. This

weekends as schedules are set on

Friday for Saturday, Sunday, and

Monday’s operations. Gas

scheduling restrictions represent a

significant integration cost to gas

generators that is not based on

limitations in the physical

capabilities of the generator. Gas

also presents another integration

cost related to the potential for a

common mode failure. Extreme

weather conditions can result in

gas shortages that impact all gas

generators in a region. System

operators are forced to shed firm

load to cope with the loss of

generation. This occurred in Texas

and the Southwest in February

2011. This significant cost is born

directly by the affected loads and

represents an integration cost not

allocated to natural gas

generation.

V. Principles of Cost-
Causation

Wind and solar integration

costs can be thought of as a tariff

that is assessed to recover the

by these variable generators.

Cost-causation based tariffs

provide transparent signals to

markets and regulators that, if

well defined, provide appropriate

incentives for efficient investment

and behavior. Kirby et al. (2006)

describe cost-causation based

tariffs in the following principles:

1. Because maintaining power

system reliability is critical, tariffs

should base prices on costs so that

the costs of maintaining reliability

are obvious.

2. Tariffs should be based on

cost-causation and the cost of

providing the service.

a. Those individuals who

cause costs to the system should

pay for those costs;

b. Those individuals who miti-

gate costs to the system should

either incur a lower cost or be paid

for helpful actions;

c. Complex systems like elec-

tric grids produce both joint pro-

ducts and joint costs of

production that must be allocated

among users of the system9;

d. Tariffs should allocate joint

production costs on the basis of

the use of joint products.

3. Tariffs should not collect

revenue if no cost is incurred.

4. Tariffs should be based on

the physical behavior and char-

acteristics of the power system.

a. Recognize the need to bal-

ance aggregate system load and

aggregate system generation;

b. Recognize that balancing

individual loads or resources

unnecessary and inconsistent

with power system operations.

5. Tariffs should result in an
cr
lem is compounded on in
ite this article in press as: Milligan M, et al. Integration of Variable Ge

0-6190/$–see front matter. Published by Else
eased operating costs caused efficient allocation of resources.
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 of

ratings of each individual

appliance, the utility would

collect many times the total cost of

generation needed. Instead, the

cost of generation is allocated

based on the customer’s

contribution to coincident peak

load, not the customer’s peak

load. The cost to follow system

load is much less than to follow

the individual loads. This benefit

occurs because the individual

loads are generally not correlated

with each other.11

VI. Testing a Tariff with
Thought Experiments

e a

ure
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.
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T ariffs should also support

the broader principles of

horizontal and vertical

consistency. Horizontal

consistency means that if

two individuals cause equal

increases in costs, then the tariff

should assess each the same

amount. Vertical consistency

implies that if an individual

imposes a larger cost, they

should pay more. Both principles

can be extended to cost

mitigation.

H orizontal and vertical

consistency can be tested,

either through real-world

experience or detailed modeling

of the individual behaviors in

question. Application of the tariff

to the individual behaviors can

determine whether horizontal

and vertical consistency is

achieved. However, it is

important for regulatory bodies to

exercise great care in creating

such tariffs lest they elect to only

create tariffs that recover

integration costs from some parts

of the system while allowing free

riders in other parts.

Unfortunately, this is currently

the case when utilities are

requesting separate renewables

integration tariffs without

creating others to recover

integration costs from

conventional generators. Rather

than focusing on technology-

specific tariffs, it would be more

appropriate to focus on

performance-specific

characteristics. This approach

would allow any technology to

adapt to supply needed response

and reduce deadweight loss.10

A. De-composition and re-

composition

The variability of wind and

solar is often de-composed in

regulation and load following

components. We support this

type of analysis because it allo

variability to be analyzed in t

context of normal system

operations. However, the sum

the regulation and load following

signals must sum to the original t

series following the ‘‘principle

re-composition.’’ The power

system only balances the total

load and so regulation and lo

following components must b

defined so that they sum to th

actual system requirement. W

have seen this principle violat

in numerous studies carried o

by utilities. This concept is no

new to the utility industry. Th

power system only has to me

the system’s coincident peak lo

not the sum of the peak

requirement of each customer

each appliance. If a utility char

each residential customer bas

on the capital cost of generati

multiplied by the sum of the
Please cite this article in press as: Milligan M, et al. Integratio

November 2011, Vol. 24, Issue 9 
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regulation tariff assesses a vola

resource like wind, and map e

one to our tariff principles.

Thought Experiment No. 1: Per
Following of a Volatile or Bl
Schedule

Both loads and generators u

forecasts to establish a schedu

for generation or consumption

Regulation tariffs often impos

penalties if a resource does no

follow its schedule. The reason

is that the system operator m

have regulating resources

available to compensate for

unexpected changes in a

generator or load’s output or

consumption. But does the

regulation resource requireme

go away if the resource follow

schedule perfectly? Figure 3
n of Variable Generation, Cost-Causation, and Integration Costs Electr

1040-6190/$–see front matter. Published b
Thought experiments provid

means for testing a tariff to ass

it does what is intended witho

undesired consequences. Here

present three thought experime

that can be used to test how a
. J. (2011), doi:10.1016/j.tej.2011.10.011

y Elsevier Inc., doi:/10.1016/j.tej.2011.10.011 7
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ents a typical system daily

 with blocks of generation

duled to meet load. If the

ration follows its schedule

ectly, is there a regulation

en imposed on the system?

 right side of Figure 3 shows

 block scheduling imposes

re ramping requirements

he system, adding $2.26

e cost of each MWh delivered.

 fact that these requirements

ays happen at the top of the

r does not reduce the amount

st response capability the

em operator needs to meet

1 & 2 requirements.

his tariff violates principle

No. 2 because under the

ario of a perfect wind or solar

gy forecast, the tariff would

assess any cost to the

erator even though there is a

 of moving the regulating

s to mitigate variability. It

 violates principle No. 4.

apolating this tariff to a

 when all schedules and

s are known perfectly, the

lication is that no cost to

age system variability. This

early wrong, and would

lt in distortions in the

Thought Experiment No. 2: Ramp
Rate or First Derivative Metrics

Another tempting regulation

tariff simplification is to measure

average ramp rate of the minute-

to-minute energy consumption.

This can also be characterized as a

‘‘distance traveled’’ metric. The

flaw here is that behaviors with

very different system impacts can

result in the same measured

performance. Figure 4 compares

the behavior of three hypothetical

types of loads. The minute-to-

minute change integrated over the

hour is the same for all three:

60 MW-minutes. However, the

regulation burdens imposed are

radically different. The solid red

entity requires 1 MW of regulation

compensation. The dashed green

entity requires 5 MW. The dotted

blue entity requires a total of

60 MW, but not of regulation. A

sustained ramp is a following

requirement that can be supplied

by moving baseload and

intermediate generators. Metrics

based on average rate of change of

an individual violate principle No.

2 and principle No. 4.

Thought Experiment No. 3: Equal
but Opposite Behavior

Thought experiments need not

be realistic to be useful in

determining if a tariff will produce

desired results. Unrealistic

Figure 4: These Three Alternative Hypothetical Loads Impose Radically Different Reg-

re 3: How Does the Tariff Treat Perfect Following of a Volatile Schedule?
ation Requirements but Have the Same Minute-to-Minute-Change Metric Performance
ket. ul
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examples can be useful in

understanding the pieces of

complex behavior that are often

buried in the intricacies of actual

operations. Figure 5 shows two

mirror-image wind plants and a

total system load. If the wind

plants were assessed for their

variability in isolation of system

load, they would both receive an

identical regulation variability

assessment. Together, they present

an absolutely constant output with

no regulation burden. A tariff that

cannot recognize complete

compensation of one plant for

another will not recognize more

subtle interactions. Such a tariff

would collect payment from both

of these wind plants, but there

would be no cost to the system.

This type of tariff would therefore

violate principle No. 3 and

principle No. 4.

VII. Common Errors in
Integration Analyses

In our experience participating

most major wind integration

studies in the United States, we

have seen honest mistakes made

in the technical analysis. It is not

our intent to single out entities

that have committed these errors,

but to extract the issues and

contribute to more accurate

analyses.

A. Double counting

Double counting is probably

the most common error made in

integration studies. This usually

results from failing to account for

aggregation benefits or including

the same variability or

uncertainty in multiple services.

The most common example is

violating the principle of re-

composition. The sum of the

reserves required for regulation

and following should not exceed

the total system balancing

requirements. Similarly, wind,

solar, and load balancing

requirements are often calculated

separately, which is only valid if

these parameters are perfectly

load forecasting errors from

integration costs is another

example of double counting.

Load and wind forecast error

typically do not add linearly 

so the forecast error reserves

allocated to wind and load sho

not exceed the total system

forecast error reserves. Anoth

form of double counting is th

overestimation of reserves tha

are needed to balance VG. So

amount of reserve is naturally

provided as a function of

economic system operation. I

the Western Wind and Solar

Integration Study (WWSIS), t

load following reserve

requirement increased by a fac

of two. However, by running

actual production simulation

analysis, it was found that th

system naturally provided thes

extra load following reserves

because many thermal units w

backed down instead of de-

committed. Therefore, no

additional cost for committin

extra load-following reserves w

incurred.

B. Fixed schedules and fixe

resources

Fixing transaction schedule

based upon the without-wind

case optimization and holdin

them for the with-wind case

typically results in sub-optim

resource scheduling and

significantly higher balancing

costs. A related error is the

assumption that only a subse

generation is available for

balancing response. A BA wi

Figure 5: How Is Equal but Opposite Behavior Treated?
-
in technical review activities for correlated. Failing to remove 
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ted hydro generation

eled integration of large

unts of wind and calculated

 integration costs. The

eling showed that the

euvering capability of the

ro unit was exhausted. The

ysts did not allow the

uction cost software to

ze the response capability of

conventional generators

ply because that was not the

oric practice. A similar case

lts from treating hydro

eration as a constant

urce. Models are often

ble of accurately

esenting ramp constraints,

r various time steps, and yet

tant constraints on the hydro

ormance are sometimes

med.

cheduling practices are

changing within the power

stry, regardless of VG. Some

ies still calculate excessively

 balancing costs assuming

rly scheduling, although sub-

rly scheduling is already

rational in many regions.

 restricts access to the

onse capability that

sically exists in the

eration mix. A final

duling error involves

teral contracts, though it is

onable to assume that they

 change to reflect economic

ortunities instead of

aining fixed for decades.

. Balancing individual wind

ants

ower system balance requires

to the aggregate generation.

Therefore, not every movement

in a wind plant must be matched

one-for-one by another

generator. If wind generation

increases at the same time as

load, this reduces or eliminates

the need for other generation to

follow the load increase. The

concept of balancing the net

load is well understood in

power system operations. In fact,

the NERC Area Control Error

(ACE), Control Performance

Standards (CPS1&2) standards,

Disturbance Control Standard

(DCS), and balancing

requirements are based upon it.

However, we have seen two

recent integration analyses

attempting to balance VG in

isolation from load. This means

that when wind and load are

both increasing, a conventional

generator must decrease

output to hold the wind

constant, but must also increase

to meet the increasing load. This

does not reflect how power

systems are operated and greatly

overstates the balancing costs

D. Scaling

Wind and solar integration

studies typically study future

conditions when larger amounts

of VG are expected. By definition

there is insufficient actual wind

and solar data available to study.

A common error is to scale the

output of an existing generator to

represent the expected output of a

larger fleet. This greatly

overstates the variability of wind

and likely overstates the

variability of solar.12 There is

inherent geographic diversity,

even within a single facility, that

reduces the correlated variability.

It is similarly inappropriate to

simulate a wind plant simply by

time delaying the output of an

existing plant, as the resulting

simulation will have too much

correlation. Mesoscale modeling

is currently the best way to

generate the required time-

synchronized wind and load data

needed for valid integration

studies.

E. Forecast data

The wind and solar forecast

datasets must also be time-

synchronized to historical

weather patterns. If the forecasts

are assumed to be generated for a

large region, then the forecasts

should show similar spatial

correlation to the wind and solar

datasets. If forecasts are assumed

to be generated individually for

each power plant by different

providers, they may show less

spatial correlation over larger
aggregate load to be equal of VG. re
ite this article in press as: Milligan M, et al. Integration of Variable Ge
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must also be preserved. Wind

power forecast error distributions

are not normal distributions.13

Missing the tails of the forecast

error distributions can

underestimate the uncertainty

impacts of wind and solar.

F. Replacement power cost

assumptions

An early wind integration

study calculated high integration

costs based on an assumed

differential in up and down

balancing costs. Balancing power

required to compensate for a

wind power shortfall was

assumed to come from quick-

start combustion turbines, but

any excess of wind power

would be credited with the

fuel saving from backing down

coal. The result was that wind

was charged $70/MWh for

shortfalls and credited $20/

MWh for excess, creating a

default $50/MWh imbalance

charge characterized as an

operating cost. While the

described situation is

conceivable, it will not be the

norm during most hours.

Imbalance costs should be

calculated through economic

dispatch and will typically be

nearly equal for up and down

reserves during most hours.

G. Failure to release reserves

Non-spinning and

supplemental operating reserves

are often appropriate for wind

and solar ramping events since

important than the deployment

costs. While conventional

contingency reserve requirements

are modeled as reserves that are

held throughout the analysis,

wind and solar reserves must be

released for response in economic

dispatch. This is because the

contingencies themselves are not

actually modeled, while the wind

and solar ramps are modeled in

the integration analysis. If the

reserves are not released, then the

model double counts the reserve

requirements because it has to

deal with the actual event while

simultaneously holding

additional reserves.

VIII. Other Assumptions
That Drive Results

Many assumptions drive an

integration analysis. We briefly

discuss these with the intent to

illustrate that, even if one accepts

that integration costs can be

calculated accurately in the first

place, that comparing them is

fraught with difficulties because

assumptions that can significan

contribute to the results.

1. Mix of generation. The

so-called ‘‘minimum generatio

problem’’ occurs when there 

high wind output during a

low-load period, and the

remaining generation fleet can

back down far enough. This

results in low or negative pric

and overgeneration that can b

solved by curtailing wind or

increasing exports. However, 

different generation mix may

alleviate the problem. Integrat

studies that hypothesize high 

penetrations over long timesca

yet keep the same generation 

may find problems that can b

alleviated with an alternative

plausible future generation m

2. Institutional constraints 

operating practice do not chan

even with high penetrations of V

Changes in operational practi

or institutional constraints are

difficult to forecast, but holdi

on to uneconomic practices w

high penetrations of VG is no

likely. The structure of marke

and contracts will likely chang

there is significant contributio

from VG to the overall generat

mix. Because there are no mark

in the United States that valu

flexibility, it is likely that new

market products will be availa

to induce high value services t

are not currently compensated

3. Scheduling intervals may

change. Because wind and sol

forecasts become less accurate

for longer time frames, late

gate-closing allows the system

operator to take account of
 is
the standby costs are more of the widely varying
Please cite this article in press as: Milligan M, et al. Integratio
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Please c

12 10
ently significant effort in the

elopment of better weather

cast models that can run

rly instead of every six

rs. At the same time, compu-

nd communication technolo-

 will make it possible to

rporate forecasts closer to

-time. Thus the ‘‘lock-down’’

od for generator dispatching

d be shortened, resulting

ore accurate positioning

e existing generation

 and a reduction in

lation.

 Operating footprint. The

ping capability of the

eration fleet adds linearly with

e generation; the ramping

s of the system less than

arly. Compliance costs and

rational inefficiencies may

e small BAs to coordinate

erge with neighboring

ems. Milligan, Kirby, and

ning14 have shown that

e are considerable efficiencies

 accrue in both operating

 planning for coordinated

ning and operations.

 spite of the considerable

rogress that has been made

tegration modeling and

ysis, the discipline is still

uring. Integration studies

e grown in scope,

plexity, and sophistication.

we have shown, integration

yses are sometimes still

ject to error, and even if

ormed correctly, there are

ations in methods that make

parisons difficult or

ossible. Although we are

re of attempts to develop

do not believe that this field of

study has achieved sufficient

maturity to allow the

generalizations necessary for the

development of such a tool.

IX. Conclusions

While VG integration studies

have progressed significantly in

the past few years, there is still no

universally agreed upon method

to calculate the integration costs

associated with the variability

and uncertainty of these

resources. Progress in wind and

solar integration analysis has

been spurred on by the increasing

amounts of wind and solar power

being deployed in systems

around the world. State-of-the-art

wind and solar integration

analysis now uses the same

security-constrained unit

commitment and economic

dispatch software that is used to

operate the power system.

Mesoscale modeling is used to

generate wind and solar time-

series data that is time-

data. Modeling is done for

multiple years with 10-minute or

faster resolution. Wind and solar

forecasts are included for unit

commitment. A base case without

VG is compared with one or more

high penetration VG cases to

determine the impact of wind and

solar on fuel and operating costs,

reserve requirements, and the

operation of conventional

generators. Total system costs

with and without VG can be

calculated with reasonably high

confidence.

T here is less ability to

explicitly calculate

integration costs for wind and

solar. Fuel savings naturally

dominate any comparison of

wind and solar with conventional

generation. Finding an

appropriate zero-fuel-cost proxy

resource for the base case has

proven to be more difficult than

expected. Calculated ‘‘integration

costs’’ can be as much an

assessment of the characteristics

of the proxy resource as they are

of the VG.

The current status of VG

integration modeling is:

� There is no universal

agreement on methods for

calculating renewables’

integration costs, and even if

agreement on methods is reached,

they are not consistently applied;

� There are many potential

base cases that may be relevant for

comparison;

� High penetrations of

VG impact the optimal mix of

conventional generation, further

complicating the base case
plified integration tools, we synchronized with actual load se
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� There is general agreement

that wind has an impact on

operations, but there is substantial

disagreement about whether/how

integration costs can be measured.

W hile there are technical

difficulties calculating

VG integration costs, there are

also public policy and regulatory

questions concerning what to do

with renewables integration costs,

if they can be accurately

calculated. Other generation

technologies impose integration

costs which are not allocated to

those technologies. Large

generators impose contingency

reserve requirements, block

schedules increase regulation

requirements, gas scheduling

restrictions impose system costs,

nuclear plants increase cycling of

other baseload generation, and

hydro generators create

minimum load reliability

problems. None of these costs

are allocated to the generators

that impose them on the power

system. Any policy that assigns

integration costs to wind and

solar needs to be thought through

very carefully to assure that it is

not discriminatory.

Generation integration costs

are typically broadly shared

because the benefits are also

broadly shared. Contingency

reserves are shared within a large

reserve sharing pool because

aggregation reduces the physical

reserve requirement and

therefore reduces everyone’s

costs. Variable renewables bring

fuel diversity, price stability,

energy security, and

accrue widely to all users of the

power system, so it is reasonable

that integration costs should

likewise be broadly shared. With

such broad and intertwined

benefits, the focus should be on

capturing those benefits, which

can be accurately quantified,

rather than on allocating costs to

individuals, which cannot be

accurately quantified.&
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